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What is
The question has been asked
frequentl y during the past few
weeks. The answer is SURVEY
·79 is a large-scale survey research project undertaken by
students . Its purpose is to find out
more a bout the students who attend Northeastern than is currently known. It is known that
many students at UNI are more
than just students. Some are
parents . Some are responsible
for the support of .parents or
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suR-vEY '79?

other family merq,Qers. Some are
employed. Some have all of these
obligations: What isn't known is
what the problems. interests and
concerns of students are beyond
the hallowed halls of UNI or what
they think of the university itself.
In an effort to learn what these
problems. interests. concerns
and opinions are. we have mailed
extensive questionnaires to 600
selected students. These students
are responding to questions not

often asked - questions about
their career and academic goals.
their families· expectations. and
their personal values. They are
also being asked for their opinions about the place in which
they' ve invested a lot of time.
money and energy
Northeastern.
To add to the valuable information from these 600 individual students. we' ve sent all campus
clubs a nd organizations a brief

questionnaire to get another
perspective of students here.
.Finally, since there are so few
occasions when the entire university community at a commuter school is involved in a both to respond and to offer quescommon activity, we wanted to tions themselves, Some questions
provide an opportunity for all are serious. Some are just for fun
Northeastemers to participate in . and. not meant to be anything
SURVEY '79. Therefore. weekly more .
mrn1 questionnaires are
SURVEY ' 79 is primarily a
published in the PRINT and all serious research project. and we
students. faculty and staff invited feel its contribution will be to
provide much needed information about the students at
Northeastern. However. we also
feel its lighter sides can help
brighten up · a long. cold
trimester.

Are You Being Seduced ... Subliminally?
I

Dr. Wilson Bryan Key will take
on any advertising writer. in a
public forum . willing to debate
the use of subliminal seduction in
advertisi ng.
Auth or

of

two

bo o k s .

Subliminal Seduction. and his
latest. Media Sexploitation. Dr .

Key is out to clean up advertisement or at least make the public
awar:e of it.
Sublimi nal Seduction is the use
of cues or symbolism ( usually of
sex or death l to make a product
more appealing. These cues are
hidden and usually not seen by
the conscious eye. Dr. Key has
found sex in shampoo and
crackers. For example. did you
know that a• leading snack
cracker has the word sex printed
on each side several times. He
has also found skulls. severed extremities and a'nimals in the ice
cubes of liquor ads. A puzzling

cue in a cigarette ad is the word - cues must be pointed out before
.. cancer. " Why a cigarette they can be seen clearly and this
manufacturer would put the word is where the problem of subcancer in an advertisement is a liminal suggestion comes in. A
mystery. And if this isn't enough . . person could say ·· You made me
just think about how many times see it" and there doesn' t seem to
be any solution to this prol>lem. _.......,..,....
you· ve been seduced int<Y buying
a candy ba r while watching the
Dr. Key heads Mediaprobe. a
latest box-office smash!
public inte rest organization and
has a pplied for a federal reDr. Key views· this as an in- search grant to study the effects
vasion of privacy. "Nothing can of subliminal manipulation in
hurt you as long as you can de- con nectio n wit h a ddi cti on.
cide whether to look at it or not.
es pecia l ly of a lcoh ol and
But this material goes into your
cigar~ttes.
brain at the speed of light... we
Hi s program shows us how to
think some of it stays in your increase our awareness of adbrain for life.'·
vertisements and how to control
Many questions arise on this our own behavior.
The CCAB Lectures Commitsubject and almost all go unanswe red. A most frequent ques- tee is presenting Dr. Key in the
tion is. "How do you know it's re- auditorium on March 1, 1979 1:00
ally there? " Support for this pm . _w ith a rece ption imseems to be the fact that just mediately fo llowing till 6: 00 pm
about every·one sees the same in the Heritage Room.
Don' t miss it'
thi ngs. However. often the hidden

The Gus Giordano Jazz

Dance-Company: An Event

Dr. Wilson Bryan Key

magic will again be created here
at Northeastern March 8 and 9.
As a preview in both lecture
and demonstration. the Gus
Giordano J azz Dance Company
will perfo rm at 1:00 P .M. March
8 to all those interested in experiencing the visual impact of
this remarkable dance troupe.
This is a special. FREE TO

PUBLIC glimpse of the inner
wor k in gs be h ind t he Gus ·
Giordano Jazz Dance Company.
Take a pause in your life and experience this unforgetta ble dance
event. This is a unique opportunity for you to see true art in the
proverbial making.
For more information. contact
Ann Loprieno at 583-40!io. Ext .
666.

by Duane Cerny

On rare and select occasions
Northeastern Illinois University
has had the good fortune to host
renowned performers of
dramatic status. Events of this
nature are often the artistic
highlight of the year. and the excitement which they can instill
within a campus is a devastatingly delightful experience. The
Gus Giordano Jazz Dance Company is_such an experience. and
Gus Giordano is such an event.
On - March 8 and 9 this
celebrated dance company will
present their innovatively unique
talent in the auditorium here at
Northeastern. Performances will
begin at 8:00 P.M. Tickets are

$5.00 for the general public. $3.00
fo r students and senior citizens.
and FREE for UNI students.
CAPA accepted .
Stemming from the , Gu-s
Giordano Dance Center in
Evanston. Illinois. this creative
company of •six dancers has dedicated itself to instilling within •
an audience an awareness of
American Jazz Dance as a
performing . art. The Giordano
technique: a specific dance form
of expressive sophistication. is
known and practiced throught
the world. A three-time Emmy
winner. this dance company has
acheived international acclaim
in many different mediums oUhe
performing arts. This Jazz Dance

Gus Giordano
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'. CCAB -Speaks Out
.

,

Dear Editor,
Butit is our pw-pose to do all we Heritage Clubs. tha't together we
I
rn rebuttal to what Mike Van can to appeal ' to 'the UNI com- would provide, adequate promoCura' said in his letter last week.
mtinity·. "both majority and tion · and outreach in order to
we would like to offer some facts . minority. We can only hope ·that generate good audiences for the
· and -feelings to ( better) inform · · tf!rotigh exp()sure to cultural events. CCAB did · frs part ·by
the UNI community about CCAB
events they will eventually dis- making · announcements. · disand its co-sponsorship policy with
cover some events they can enjoy . tributing calendars ·and film
student clubs and organizations. that the~ may n~t have known brochures . and lending committee members to do errands and
events we co-sponsored with . about before. : ·
-.
.
Dear Editor:, . .
member be contacted.
the Black Caucus and Heritage
Roll' em Prodtictioris joint pre- pubiic relations. I thougfit· things
- I read Scot Saperstein's " .BusiIn most departments -the -tWQ Clubs . arid the Union for Puerto . senta tion of :.Burn" with the went su·c cessfully.ness and Advice " in the types of counseling are offered . Rican Students. are examples of Black Caucus and Heritage dubs . · However.' there· is more· to
February 16.' 1979 issue with conby regular faculty members and cooperative student activities · was successful. for CCAB because · event plannin'g than me·e ts 'the
- siderable interest. This type of the benefits of such an arrange- . planning. Northeastern's CCAB ·_of the cooperation between the eye . CCAB performs survey z:eletter can serve a useful function
ment are obvi~us. · However: is an organization devoted to en- two groups : However. members . search in> the form of • random
since it c~lls attention to certain because the B~sin~ss and terfainment. ·e ducation and the · of the U_NI community showed sampling of students and others
weaknesses as perceived by the
Management · Dep~rtment has . providing of leadership for stulittle interest in"the film . The film , interested in informing us of
student. As a rei,ult. the faculty
grown very rapidly. it. has been dent activity groups interested in was · aimed · at the entire UNI ' their E!ntertainment interests .
and chairperson can either cor-_ necessary to make , some adjust- progratntning meaningful social
community in ·order to heighten Extens1ve ·outreach is done in the
rect an unfavorable situatioft or ments to accommodate the n:iany and cultural events.
general aware ness of Black hope · of attracting · large · auelse attempt to bridge any exist- students we serve. We have 1500 · ..Ttie : Commuter .Center Ac- · month and its· meaning to rela- diences to our · co-sponsored
ing communication gaps.
active majors and our Tegular tivities Board does not pretend to
tionships between the races. not ·events. Competent ' publicity
Mr. Saperstein stated that " the
faculty of 6.5 profes~rs would represent all the special groups as an exclusive Black event. The campaigns · are enginee·red by
business advisors ~re referred to· each be assigned 231 students if.· ,on campus who' wish to program
failure therefore is in the ·com- way of the PRINT . . WZRD.
as unpleasant. unfriendly. and non-academic personnel did not_· fot : the UN( . community . munity . who through lack-of ·at- posters. flyers. megaphone alerts
certainly unquali.fied ." I believe perform some types of advise- Therefore. our policy is to be tendance expressed their non- · ·and announcements at various
his criticism involves two basic ment. I believe we are fortunate open to_suggestions from any ininterest in learning or participat- events. Negotiations occur
issues. Fifst, if any students are
to have advisors who are as good dividual or student group. Our ing in something outside of their between our Board members and
being treated discourt~~ly. I as our advisors ~re. The faculty Board is _comprised of_.Woman.
own· culture.. To' Mr. , Van Cura ·1eaders ·of the student organizawould certainly appreciate know- d~s agree with Mr, Saperstein's Blacks. Jews. Italians. and Mexwe can only say thank you for tions . as well as negotiations with
ing who was involved and what observation that it would be pre- icans . plus others of various your support in coming ·to lhe various agents in order to get
transpired . Since there have been ferrable if non-faculty advisors backgrounds. Naturally. we can't film. Sorry. · you didn' t bring contracts !'verbal or writtenl for
changes not only in the 'advise- ,were knowledgeable in ther.Busi- . be expected to plan all programs more people ' with you. And entertainers. facilities. refresh.. ment staff but also many changes ness and Management field . We for students of different races or perhaps your letter should have ments. equipment. films etc.
in the advisement procedure are hopeful th1:lt eventually we cr_eed~ . because we don't haye all
The final issue is · that event
been aimed at the students you
itself. I do not know to whom Mr. will have ''a graduate of a busi- the resourc'e~ we ne.ed.
planning is at different times an
feel you represent: why didn't
Saperstein refers.
art and a sc;ience . Mr. Van Cura
ness curriculum as our non- Therefore. we originate many of they come?
Secondly. ~dvisement is of two faculty a dvisor.
. When you al low
our own events and. qffer finanCC AB. s comm•i tment to sa y-s:
basic types: non-academic and
I would like to take this op- cial. promotional and policy .plan- cultural and social growth is Roll'em - Productions to show a
academic counseling. Non- portunity to mention that we are ning help to any .club or organiza- sound. we will keep trying. how movie meant for an audience of
academic counseling'involves re· 100 and receive only an audience
instituting a new pre-registration · tion that seeks our hel_p. We can't
about you?
iteration or clarification of what
procedure effective February 26. do everything separate and
Frank, Grace of four or five .. .something · is
- is in the catalog and assistance in
wrong..... Yes. Mr. Van Cura .
1979 which we believe will be re- alone . This policy also fulfills the . Dear Editor.
following department and unlatively rapid and painless. We purpose of Student A~tivities
I had been personally involved • something is wrong . its with your
iversity procedures. Academic
urge students to· read all de- planning that is in our constituin the negotiations for planning reasoning. One can never know •
counseling involves s1.,1pplying inpartmenta l information sheets tion.
the CCAB co-sponsored Black fo r s ure how many people will atformation regarding the content and forms carefully prior to preThe goal of CCAB is the promonth events and l was con- tend e vents. e ven when ticke ts
of specific courses and the ad- . registering . The Business and gramming of any events that can
cerned as a Chairman that they are sold it is no guarantee that
visability of studying certain Management facult y will be broaden or aide in the cultural or
may not have wide audience a p- ticke t' holders will show or
types of programs. Insofar as the available throughout the pre- social growth of all students. But
peal. But I was satisfied from the whethe r- drop-ins will sta.v. Also
first type of advisement is con- registration period to process re- it is virtually impossible to hav€
(Continued on page 31
ta lks_with the Black Caucus and
cerned, our staff is knowledgea- gistration requests .
an event that appeals to ever- ·
ble and competent. Furthennore.
I encourage Business and yone. simultaneously. Therefore
this staff is not supposed ·to adManagement students to con- CCAB will program specific
vise students as to the content of tinue pressing for high quality events in an effort to appeal to a
specific courses or as ,to the services and coursework . We are general audience. Such action
career opportunities · associated in business to serve the students must be supplemented through .
P ~ , the officially recogniud student newspaper serving North•
· with certain types of programs. and good feedba ck is essential to the . inclusion of co-sponsored
euterll' Illinois Univenity, 5500 N. ·St. Louis Ave., Chicago, Ill.
If it can be ascertained that this our continued success .
events with specialized indepen60625, ia published each Friday during the regular academic year.
type of infonnation is what the
Stanley R. Renas. Chairperson dent clubs. It _is not CCAB's
Material published herein is not to be confused with views expressed
student is seeking, our staff sug- Business and :\lanagement purpose to satisfy only those who
by the university administration.
gests that a regular faculty
Department view themselves as the majoritv.

In Reply

e·usiness and Advi·ce.

The

F

\

'

Advise; Advisors and
Egotistical Delight

Attention: Edi•
Egotistical delight is generated
from public exhibition of one's
perspective. Information· is distributed black and. white media .
and awareness is initiated or increased. Converting na ivete or
unconscious knowledge into •a
categorized conscious collection
of convictions is essential for
change and improvement.
: Developing student opinion is
not the sole objective when
· publicizi~g university inefficiencies . The conversiqn from inefficiency to an efficient and progressi ve sy~tem is dependent upon the source-the problem. When •
unfavorable' -c::onditions are reviewed . the · information i; ·
perceived by those individuals
who are responsible for the disorganization. Awareness is developed. and the individuals may
ignore or deny the reference. The
problem will still exist and may
be worsened with resentment or·
revenge . ~hother. and .desired.
3 J • ,,
t, ! f ,~ ., ,;

. ... - , , -• • -. .. , ., ,

~ - , • 1-q •:LN1 - . '°'l

~

·t;.,i";;{','ft;r.,

response is to understand the visor.
probelm and attempt reconciling
When one is made aware of a
the situation. ·
departmental ineffjciency. and
To cure the • cancer of a
thus displays great re morse for
troubled organization. the cause possible injury to others due to
must be located·. The origin may the inefficiency. it is obvious that
be evasive. but once determined:
the concerned individual · is not
is oiagnosed and treated. Im- the target of the criticism When
provement is contingent upon the an advisor worries that help is
organization's responsiveness to not given to students. and is symtreatment and extraneQus help.
pa thetic to~ard the damaged inThe advisors in the Business ·. dividuals.: the a dvis.or · is ·
Department are being: critic;ized performing the proper dupes. by
for their · ineffectiveness. The .. looking out" for the ne_e ds· uf
past inefficiency of the advisors · others . ·
is not relevant to the present or
The a dvisors who feel no s~-mfuture needs of the : stud~nts . pathy. guilt. or embarrassment
Criticism is employed to incn;a~
when they are publicized to be inthe awareness of _the : advisors: efficient and unqualified: a re truand help them extinguisti the inly the core-disturbance of the prr;.. _
efficiency.
.
· blematic Business Depa rtment.
One business advisor ( M.S. l is
If the advisor: M.S .., wants to feel
concerned about her role iri aidguilty . it should-be due to associa-.
ing business ~tudents. Distress.
tiori with other advisors who
sorrow ._and embarrassment: are think themselves guiltless
the-adjectives which· describe the .
. reactions of M.S. since 't he report
Scot Todd Saperstein
( S,A.M. member I
of her alleged inc;1bility. as a.n ad~ -

y

a..-_:,~ . . . , . . . . . ... ~,., . _ ,_

_

.,_,..,.-__.-....,._~ - -•Y...,.,. • ' - - ~- •

The editors have sole authority governing -all material submitted
and reserve.the right to edit copy. Editing implies that editors need
not accep~ all submitted material. Good journalistic standards will
be maintained.
Deadline for submitting material is Tuesday, 12:00 noon, for the
following Friday's issue. All copy must be typed. Late copy or material
that does not conform to the standards set forth under Print
publication policy will be bandied accordingly by the editors. The
editors. will publish, at iheir discretion, any letters to the editor, an- ·
nouncements, articles, photos, advertising or other submitted material.
Readers are encouraged to submit letters to the editor. Unsigned
h!tters will not be published, but names will be withheld and remain
confidential upon request. Obscegties are discouraged.
The office of the Print is open daily and is located in room E-049,
north of the cafeteria. Our telephone number is 583-4050, extensions
508 and 509, and 510. Aftei: 9:00 p.m. or after the switchboard is
closed, call direct 583-4065.
·

F,ditor-in-chief ..... . . .. .. .. . . ....... ... .. .. . . . Tom Grossmayer
• ~ging F.ditor ..... . . . . . .. . .. ... ... .. . . .• . Diana L Saaders
Associate Editor . . . ..... .. . . . ...... . ... . ... . .. William Raepb
Co-Sports Edi~ .. .... ..... . : . . .. .J.obn S&epal, Dick QaqH•no
Photo Editor . ~, . .. . . . . . .. .. . .' . . .. . . .... .George L ~ Jr.

· Bmioess }lmager .. ... : ... ....... : ... .... . . . . , ..... DaYe Badli
Graphic Editor · . ... . .. ...... ... . .· . .... .. .. .. .. , : . Mart-~ t z
Faculty Advisor . .. .. ._. .. .... .. ... ... .... .... ... .1 . Tom Hoberg
. Staff: Kathy Colltns, Mike Cozzi, Jay Geller. Robert Kosinski,
Steve Romamski, · A.ij. Richards, Ellen Tursky, Walter Weiss',
Dave B;ichi, Dan - Pearson, Siddy Zi~gler, Sue Nicol, Dave
Raulli, Duane Cerny, Ro~rt Gerber.

~o~pbers ;'>

: Dick -Quagliano~ George r.:.
Raiman Jr:, steve Saundeni. Roehele Gordon, Dave l))elµer~
; : - Arthur: Misiewicz. Clair:e Costello.
Graphics:; George L. Raiman.Jr. , Mark Schultz.
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(Continued from page 21
. and pay our fees on this campus
no one . knows with certainty ·just. as ev_eryon~ el~e. we can still
whether a powerful promotional see that the cancerourminded
campaign or outreach will yield · mental midgets such as Mike
only modest results.
Vancura . expect us to e}l:.!St as
Nevertheless. one thing is for second-class citizens with . little
sure in event planning and that is or no consideration to our unique
if anything can go wrong it will. needs.
His impossible to discern the un- ·
If anything other that
. known factor( s l which could flaw something gear:ed to the tastes of
a plan no matter how carefully it . White Anglo Saxon Protestants
is laid our. Only the naive. appears on this . campus. hisfoolish , or the prejudiced believe . tobcally some red-neck jerk with
in absolute certainty. If one has the mentality of a grapefruit
respect .for cooperation between woul.d howl. Since these brainvarious campus orgainzations less-wonders are descended from
then one will not doubt as Mr. a long line of hate-filled retards.
Van Cura does. Realize the perhaps any attempt to educate
virtua l: impossibility of. pleasing them would be of little or no
all the people all the time. Final- avail. We are obligated. regard1:/ I would like to say to you Mr lessly. to continue to teach those
Van Cura that you know little who would learn for humanity's .
about. while coming forward to sake.
state your case with smug selfWe :have a rignt to be on this
· righteousness. If you want to see earth. in this universe .. _in _any
better programming in CCAB country where we are: in any
then make a contribution. Join state. in any city and in any
either CC AB or Black Caucus .
school. ·u anyone objects let them ,
Sincerely.
be the one to request a transfer to
Larry Brittan
another planet. John Wayne mov.Former Acting Roll'em
ies don:t relate to everyone. We
. Production Chairperson
don't expect all to understand it.
Presently CC..\B's Publicity
you don' t even have to accept it.
Chairperson
because some of you Mike VanCuras· ~re too imbecillic to come
Dear Editor,
. Northeastern Illinois Universi- in out of the snow . You refer to
ty has ·been tauted as a urban the fac r that most ·ethnic· folks
school reaching out to and seek- didn' t stay. on campus that evening to build a community within ing but apparently you are unthat represents the larger com- aware of the simplest facts that
munit y. Recognizing that many of your so-called ·ethnics·
q 1icago is . a conglomerate of live in . a fift y to eighty mile
every group of people on earth. it radius of this campl,IS and 'your
would be fair to assume that a number 82's barely run during
number of students representing daylight hours: Don·t get the
idea. that anyone is angry. we
each group would be welcomed.
ldealistica lly. that should be the are to decent to b~ angere<;I by
case on this campus just as blob-brains who deserve pity.
John _Fitzpatrick.
idealistically that should be the
CCAB. Spec . Interest
case in this country and this city.
- Chairperson
Realistically .. - however.. even
:'llorman Adams
though we pay our .taxes in the
Preside.rit Black Caucus Club
community just as everyone else

Thanks
Dear Editor.

Dear Editor.

We . the members of the
. Forensics Unio11 take this opportunity to thank our Faculty
· Advisor. Or. Joyce Flory. for her
endless and untiring efforts in
our behalf. Her enthusiam and
support towards our student activities is indeed gratifying. Her
honesty and integrity are beyond
. reproach. Those of us fortunate
enough to participate in the
Harvard Model United Nations
this coming, week-end leave with
full confidence that we will fare
well and be a credit to our un. iversity - - all thru the efforts of
Dr. Joyce Flory.

LS.A. Sorority would like to
thank you for helping us contribute to the Chicago Heart Association . Because of your
generosity at the Valentine's Day
Candy Sale. we were able to
donate a considerable amount to
this cause.
·Since this agency does not re-cei ve funds from the Crusade of
Mercy, your contributions were
deeply appreciated.
Thank You,
L.S.A. Sorority

Cof'Ff.. £ Gl/1/f/OS .___ _ __
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-··-Eclipse
Dear Editor.

Please make it known that the
·Physics Department intends to
~et up se\'.eral telescopes on
February .26 to_'allow the members of. the Northeastern community to observe the solar
. -eclipse which is to take place on
that date . .
.
The solar e,clipse will start at
9:37 a .m._and last until 12: 12 p.m.
and at its maximum ®'r of the
sun's .disk will be covered by_ the
moon .
We will most likely set up our
telescopes just south of the B
wing - weather permitting
People should be aware that
the· next comparable eclipse in
our area will take place in thE•
year 2017 . so this is indeed really
" one chance in a l_ife time ...
Charles Nissim-Sabat

OffiC.e:·
Politics
the question .and answer ~ssion
Who you know and the group that followed .
As a new member of SAM. this
you become involved with on the
job can make ot break your pro- was the first SAM~sponsored professional career.
gram tl!at I have attended. Ms.
"Office Politics" according to Kennedy presented points that
Ms. Kennedy ranges from will be personally benefidal to
·behavior during the interview. to me when entering the job
avoiding political conflict and .market. I am looking forward to
power struggles within the office, attending upcoming SAMto the effective use of the existing programs . . I encourage all
political environment in the de· Northeastern students to attend
-velopment of a successful career. such programs as a supplement
Ms. Kennedy was direct, clear. and rein'forcement to ·your
and informative in her presenta- academic study.
tion. and answered many specific
Karen Singh
questions from students during
S.A.M.
Dear Editor,

Byrne, Baby, Byrne
· (Authors note: The Following account is based upon the February
15 appearance of Jane Byrne on
the campus of Northeastern Illinois University. l
Her cheeks are blushed pink.
glowing like the eyes that mellow
above . The pageboy hairstyle
squares off her face in a frame of
brick defiance, locking in the
small. soft nose, the lips that
seem · pale. the tongue that
dances hot before the crowd that
has assembled. Her works pummel deep about the ·room, the
phrases select and careful, correct. specific, detailed beyond
question. She holds the crowd in
trance, a magic in the making.
She J)ounces from issue to issue,
fluent in her every though, clear
in her every word. vibrant in her
every motion. She is Jane Byrne.
Democratic mayoral nominee.
and she is devastatingly impressive.
"l'm fighting mayor Bilandic
for his job. not the machine .. .l'm
just saying that a woman-CAN be
the mayor of Chicago."
The crowd rumbles in delight.
rebellious. energetic. caotic in
applause. cat-calls and whistles.
And she guides them through
each situatio·n. through the
stories. relating . experiences,
moments. turning points in her
political career. There is no sorrow in her voice. no self-pity for
her actions ; whe stands firm and
proud behind her decisions.
staunch to the bad-mouthing of
others. This is a woman who saw
something wrong. who saw a city
suddenly go awry with the pass-

ing of it's mayor. And as others oxygen, the lush rush running
turned to opportunism. cavorting high into their mihds. The heads
their way into positions of money nod and bounce and tiskin the afl!Jld power. Jane Byrne turned to firmative. fascinatedwith the
the whistle of truth and let out a thoughts. · disgusted with the con·
toot that has been ear piercing cepts. This woman is saying that
eve.r since. The price of that truth the ' city that , works,' doesn't.
came in the loss of her job as Whe' s saying that things are
Commission of Consumer Sales, wrong . tragically wrong, and
but it is al!flOi'!t ,.miniscule in that you' ve got to know, got to realize, got to move and change
scope to the applause Jhat her
and live the fact that it's not
· words are bringing now.
right. that it can be different,
.. If you like the way the city of
Chicago is today. fine. Three . that YOU' VE got to try and make
the difference, be the defiant,
rapes a day. Two murders a
create the change. The impulse
week. You live with It; I can't."
of an exlosion is dominantly pre-There is power in the words, sent. The smell ·of awe is heavy.
force behind the verbal inflec- The moments lapse in audio
tion. strength in the depth and thrusts ~tween the waves of
scope of this literate scream of· cresting applause .
·outrage. She is angry, vehem" When the snow came down."
nantly disturbed at the 'way says the reveling voice, "it prothings are .' yet her thoughts are ved all the things that I had been
of logic . not impulse••· saying for the past year and a
understanding. not ravings . half. The people finally has their
There are no vieled inuendo's;
proof. "
she is playing a prophets role in a
Shi! brushes aside a loose
world of deaf mutes. Her feelstrand of hair and masterfully
ings. the convictions that make grips the podium in a conti•
her whole. those are the scheme nuance of her words. of her plea.
of her being, the driving force of her grasp to the minds at ear.
that holds logic to it's course and There is only determination in
Linderstandi g"to it's explanation.
her manner, the bold. unsettling
She is· taking on the world with tone of truth. regardless of hurt.
words . and it is her self- knowledge, regardless of
assurance . the knowledge of secrecy. She owes no favors. is
truth-win-out. that keeps ™:r not pulled by any strings. is not
•taunt to the bally-hoo and tight to · owned by any organizations short
the Bilandic-boo. For now. words of her own mind . There is a dealone must do.
afening freedom in her voice. a
.. Lies. deceptions. greasing, a . ring of a face-the-fact realizaquarter of a million dollars for a tion. It is a pure grasp for the
people' s minds . a dedicated,
snow job never done. ··
Power. The words echo hard in honest grasp at the concepts of
their power, and the crowd blind truth . And some of us simpbreathes it in like the purest of. ly do not want to hear the words.

l

announcements
ing · for .Easter ce lebrations. Catholic Campus Ministry and the
Newma n Community ha ve planned a wide and diverse schedule of
prog ra ms for Lent :

Any person from Northeastern inte rested in offering ideas and suggestions a nd ror possibly serving ori an advisory board for the
S. A.N.E . project , is invited to· an initial meeting. Tues. Feb. 'l:l , at 3
p.m . in E 208. The project, giving students here student advocates to
talk to and voice their opinions and problems to, hopes to continue to
respond WO the university community as a whole. Your input is desired. For ll}Ore information, stop by rOQm? ..«fl or call ext . 775.

;

Ash Wednesday Masses
on-campQs in Rm. CC-2i7 at 12 noon
at the Newman Center. 5450 N, Kimball at 5:30 p.m.

Directed Retreat
CAP A VOUCHERS AVAll.ABLE IN C-618
The Speech and Performing Arts Department has CAPA Vouchers
available for $1 ea; h. 1bese vouchers may serve as full admission _to
some professional theater productions. or as partial payment valued
at $2.50.- Dance, music , and theater attractions offer this rate to introduce live performances to new auciences. See Mrs.· EEdelheit in
C-618 for these valuable coupons.

PII

March is interview month for those seeking summer positions in
radio and television as interns. Channels 9, 7, and 2 need interns as
well as .several radio stations, the state film office, and some AV-TV
slots as well as public relations offices.
Applica nts should be seniors or juniors with appropriate course
work , and may serve on a part-time or full-time basis. Minority applicants are sought by all stations.

the departments of business and
mana gement. information and
computer science. and secondary
education . Requirements for the
major are 33 ~equired and 6 elective courses from the business
and 'management department. 6
required hours from the informa tion and computer science department.and 28 hours inciuding
student teaching. in the secondary e du ca ti on sequence .
F oll owing is more deta iled informati on· about this new major :

Required .. . . . . .. . . ... .. . . . .. . ... . . . . . . . .. .. . . . .. .. .. . . . . 33 Hours
Electives . . ... . . .. . . . .. . . .. ... . . ... .. . .... . . ..... . . . . . . . . 6 Hours

Information and Computer Science
Required . .. . ... . .. . . . .. . .. .... ..... . _... . . .. .. . . . . . . . .. . 6.Hours
TOTAL: 45 Hours
Secondary Education Sequence .. . . . ... . .... . .. 28 Required Hours·
Outline of Requirements for Secondary
Business Education Major
Department of Business and Management

Required Courses . . .... . .... ... .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . ..tredit Hours
B&MG-20i Accounting I . .... . ~ . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . ... . 3
B&MG-202 Accounting II . .. .. .. .. . ..... .. .. .. .. : . ...... ., . .... . .3
B&MG-320 Introduction to Management . . . . _. . . . . . .. . . . . .. .. . . . . 3
ECON-215 Principles of Macroeconomics . . .. .. . . ·. . . . .. . . : .. . " 3
ECON-217 Principles of Microeconomics .. . . . . . . ... . . . . ... . . . ... 3
ECON-305 Economic Statistics . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . ·. . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . 3
B&MG-329 Operations Management .. . .. . . . ... . . ... . . . . . . . .. ... . 3
. B&MG-340 Introduction to Marketing · . . . . . . .. . ... . .. . .. .· ... .. . . 3
B&MG-360 Introduction to Finance .. .. . . . .... .. .. . . . .. . . . . . .. .. . 3 ·
B&MG-380 Business Law I .. .... . . . . .. .. . . ... . . . .. . . : . ..... .. . . . 3
B&MG-381 Business Law II . .. . . . .. . . . .. . :·.. .... . .. . .. . . . . .... .3 ·
Total - 33 Hours
Electives: . . .. . .. ... ·. .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . .. . . . .. . . . .. . , , .-. :6 Hours

Accounting
B&MG-301
B&MG-312
B&MG-303
B&MG-304
B&MG-305
B&MG-306
B&MG-307
B&MG-308
B&MG-309
B&MG-310
B&MG-311
B&MG-386
B&MG-387
B&MG-388

Introduction to cost Accounting .. . ... . .. . .. . . .. . , .... . 3
AdvancedCostAccounting . .... . . . : .. . . .. . . .. . ... . . . . 3
Intermediate Accounting . . . . .. . . .. .... . . . ... . . . .- .. . . 3
Intermediate Accounting II . . .. . . . .. .. . .. . . . .. . . . . . .. 3
Consolidations and Partnershi~ . .. . . . . .. . .. . . . . ... .3
Accounting for Non-Profit Organizations ......... .. . 3
Audit~g Theory .. . .... .. . . .. .... . . . .' .. . . .. ... . . ... : 3 .
Auditing Probl~ms . . . . . . ... . . . ... . ... . . . . . . .. .... . .. 3
Contemporary Financial Accounting Issues .. . ... . . .. 3
Federal Income Taxes .. . .. . . . .... . . .. ... . . . . . . . .. . . 3
Advanced Federal Income Taxes .. . . . . ... . . _. . . . . . .. . 3
Independent Study in Accounting .. . . . . . . . . . ..... .. ._.3
Independent Study in Accounting . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . .. 3 .
Independent Study in Accounting .... . .. . . . . .. . . .. .. . 3

ECON-303
ECON-304
ECON-306
ECON-307
ECON-310
ECON-318
ECON-332

Economic Theory : National Income ... . . . . _.. . .. . . ... 3
Economic Theory : The Price System . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . 3
Labor Economics ...... . . . . ..... . . . . . . . . . ... .... : . . . . 3
Money and Banking . . . . '... .. . . . ... .. .. .. . . . . ... .. . . . . 3.
Quantitative Methods in Economics and Business . .. . 3
Introduction to Econometrics and Forecasting . ... . . . . 3
Government and.Business . . .. . . ... . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . ... . 3

~omics

Finance
B~G-361 Security Analysis ... . . .. . .... .. . . ... . . . . . .. . . . . .. . .. :3
t t J t _ ' t . l . t l • J " t t t l ' t - , . 1 l r '"l_lf 1 f t T i ' l l L l l t • t , f ·• t • l f l f
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The following positior:is are up for elections on the Women's Services
Board : 7 students. 4 faculty. 3 At-large, and 2 Civil Service. Those
wishing to run can pick up a form in the Office of Women's Services.
B-114. The deadline for self-nominations is Feb. 23. Elections will be
held Tues . Feb. 27th in the Village Square.

Management

Major Requirements
Business and Management Department

J--lt 'l l,

Bible Study

B&MG-362 Investment .. .. ... . ... . . . .. . .. . ... . . . . . . .. . . .. .. .. . .. 3
B&MG-363 Risk Maril'!gement and Insurance . . . . . . .. . .. .. , . . . .-.. 3

Business Major

One warm piece -of news
emerged out of the· chill cast by
recent weather conditions. The
ILLINOIS STATE BOARD OF
HIGHER EDUCATION. after
several years of effort by UNI.
notified the University that the
board has approved UNI' s pro-·
posal for a business education
major . Starting immediately.
there.fore . students can now
enroll in the new major.
The business education major
represents a joint venture among

.

Please attend our Right to Life meeting on Wednesday. ~ebruary 28.
at 2:00 p.m . in room CC-215. There will be a film ;' First Days of-l..ife
and a presentation on the _Beginning _of Human Life.

This Weanesday is Ash Wednesday for Christians. It is the beginning
of Lent, a season of repentance and forgiveness and a time for prepar-

.

, Morning Prayer

. join a small group which will meet every Tues and Thurs at the
Newman Center for prayer before classes at~ a .m.
·.. Find your way around the. Old Testament" with Fr. John Pri~e,every
W{:dnesday of Lent beginning Feb. 28 at 7:30 p.m . All one will.need is a
copy of the scriptires .

MEDIA INTERNAPPLICANTS SHOULD FILE NOW IN C-618

New

· make a retreat ,during Lent without even leaving your own environs :
see June Rizzolo (58376109) to find out how. Cost is $3.50. .

B&MG-322
· B&MG-323
B&MG-324
B&MG-325
. B&MG-326
B&MG-327
B&MG-330
B&MG-331
B&MG-332
B&MG-382
B&MG-392
B&MG-393
B&MG-394
B&MG-395
B&MG:396
B&MG-397

Organization Theory . .. . ......... . . . . . . . . ... .. .... . . 3
Systems Management .. . . . . . . ... .. .. . . . . . . .. , . . . . .. 3
Personnel Administration . . . . . ..... . . . . . .. .. . . . . . .. 3
Current Issues in Business : Varies
. .. . . . . . .. . . . 3
Management of Small Business . . ... .. . . .. .... _. . .. .. 3
Managing Human Resources . . ..... . .. .. . . '. . . . . ..... 3
Current Issues in Business: Varies . ... . . . . .. . . .. . . . . 3
Current Issues in Business: Varies . . . ... ... . .. . . ... . 1
Business, Technology and Society .. . . .. . . . . .. .. ... ·.. . 3
The Changing Role of Women in Business . ... . . . ... .. 3
Independent Study in Management · . . . . ..... . . . . . . . .. 3
Independent Study in Management . .. .. , ..•. . . . . . . . . . 3
Independent Study in Management . . . . ... , . . ... . . . . . 3
Independent Study in Finance . . ...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 3
Independent Study in Finance . . .. .. . . . . . . . . .. . . ... . .. 2
Independent Study in Finance .... . . .. . .. . ... _ . . . .. l

Attention:
•.

Students

-On
Probation

Stude nts on academic probation this trimester will soon be
Marketing
receiving the letters promised
B&MG-341 Purchasing and Materials Management . . . . . ... . .. . . . 3 them from the members of the
B&MG-342 Marketing Research .. . . .... . .... .. . . . .. . .. .. .. . . . .. 3 University Counseling Center inB&MG-343 Marketing Management . . . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . . . . ... . .. 3 viting them to come in to discuss
B&MG-344 Promotion and Consumer Behavior . . . . ..... . . .. ... .. 3 the progress they are making in
B&MG-345 Advertising . . .. . . . . ..... . . .. .. . .... ..... .. . .... .... 3 returning their records to good
B&MG-346 Physical Distribution . . .. . . ... . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. .. . .. .. 3 standing .
B&MG-347 Retailing ... . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. ....... . ... : . . .. . .3
"These letters went in the mail
B&MG-348 Administration of the Sales Function . .. . • ... ... ..... 3 on February 13 and 14." Miss
B&MG-389 Independent Study in Marketing . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . ... . 3 McC reery. Coordinator of
B&MG-390 Independent Study in Marketing . . . .. . ... . .. : .. . . . .. 3 Academic Advisement. anB&MG-391 Independent Study in Marketing . .. .. . . . . .. .. . . . .. . . 3 nounced . "and the counselors are
Department of Information and Computer Science ._
looking forward to meeting the
Required Courses
,.
students this week or next. It is
INSC-102 Basic Data Processing . ·. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . .. . . .. . .3 important," she continued. "that
INSC-202 COBOL Prograriuning .. . . . . . . . . , : . . .. .. . .. . . . . .·.. ... •.3 students respond to these invitaTotal 6 Hours tions as s oon as possible so that
. they will have time to take advantage of the :mggestions given
Secondary Education Sequence .
Required Courses- . ... .. .. . . .. . ... ... . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . .Credit Hours them to help them to overcome
EDFN-216 Education and)ndividual Pi(ference · . . .... . . . .. . . . . . 3 factors which have contributed to
EDFN-215 Phil.jijist. foundationsnf Ec;IU<;atioQ '. . ... . ·. ... .:. . ; .. 4 their poor scholastic record."
Also, 'advance registration for
EDFN-201 Psych. Foundations of Teaching and Learning . . .. . . . . 3
SCED-301 Methods of Teaching on Secon~ry ~vel .. . . ..... . . : . . 3 the spring and summer s~ions
SCED-305 Methods of Teaching Business in the Secimdary School 3 is coming up. The counselors can
SCED-309 Secondary Student Teaching-and Seminar in Business 12 give students valuable assistance
·
·Total 28 Hours in helping them to understand the
advantages and disadvantages of
Departmental Advisors
these shorter sessions. cours~ requirements. etc.
Bert I. Abell
So--as soon as y_ou receive aJet~
Secondary Education Department
ter. stop by the University
Room 3-089 - Phone 8260
Counseling Center. Bll5. and
have the receptionist help you arDonald LeBudde
. ·_ range for a conference at your
Informatfon &Computer Scienee Department
Room 3-052 : Phone 771 convenience. If you already have
discussed your difficulties with a
Elaine Helman
counselor. it may be time to reBusiness & Management Department
- port on the progress you are
Room 2-083 - Phone 8202
making· and receive further suggestions to insure your success in
*Department Office Numbers
· bringing your cumulative grade
Secondary Education Department
point average up to the required
Room 3-090 - Phone 8260
3.0 by the erid of the trimester.
and thus avoid being dropped· for
Information &Computer Science Department
poor scholarship.
Room 3-053 - Phone 771
If you are not on academic probation and want some help with
Business & Management Department
your program planning since you
Room 4-023 - Phone_762
have not yet decided upon a ma*The three departments and their offices are located in the jor. do not hesitate to request an
· Classroom Building.
appointment.with a counselor.

.
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of Jack D~iels. who _was in- , - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - " ' : " " ' " " . " ' - ,
fluenced by his father . His father
(
began Jack's instruction at the
----Please circle your responses to I
age of four . and Jack later
____
the questions. Tear off completed I
became an instructor-. But Jack
L-~i-.,rquestionnaire and deposit in any I
chose to pursue his true ambiti!)n
SURVEY '79 drop box. Results - I
of drumming and so ended bis
will be published in coming i~
I
-teaching career. Another. of
sues of the PRINT. (Starred
I
EUROPE' s fine songwriters who
---~-questions were submitted by reI
has had a background in guitar
aders.)
I
and
piano
at
an
early
age
is
John
I
pearances with bands such as
Cesario.
John
furthered
his
A.
Do
Y~
support
the
ERA?
I
Cheap Trick. Rick Derringer,
1 strongly support
I
Jay Ferguson. Starcastle, and musical ability by attending four
years of theory and composition I 2 support
I
many others.
3 indifferent
I
The lead vocals and rhythm in college.
The last member of the band to
4 am somewhat against
I
are well handled by Dave Mat5 strongly o ~
I
thews who started his singing be mentioned is Dan DelPrincipe.
who
like
the
other
mem8.
Do
you
listen
to
WZRD
box:
I
career when he was twelve years
bers.
has
a
thorough
background
I
old. Dave's emotional singing
Do you listen to WZRD (88.3 FM), Nortbeastern's student operated I
does not affect his various studio in music . This left handed, lead
guitar
player
displays
his
art
by
radio station?
·
I
work which started as early as
an
exciting
guitar
solo
which
is
I
1966.
Steve Busa is another member highlighted by a fascinating light
1 more than any other station
I
2 quite frequently
I
whose musical achievements show:
EUROPE
presently
is
making
3occasionally
I
started when he was very young ..
preparations
for
recording
a
re4
seldom
I
His mastery of keyboards along
5 never
I
with his background and training pertoire of some of their forty
I
in music has added his creative original songs as part of the pro- I
I
and original songwriting to the cess of si~ging with one of tfie I How well are you able to receive WZRD's signal at your home?
major record labels.
I·
I
band's talents.
Watch this space next week for I 1 strong and very clear
I
One of the first members to
the
conclusion
of
this
two
part
reI
2
not
too
strong,
bm
clear
enoqgh
to
listen
to
I
have joined the band is a natural
II 3 very weak and noisy; bard to listen to
II
born percussionist by the name port .
4 I can't get WZRD at all
-1i 5 I don't listen to WZRD
I

Europe
and
Tantrum
Part One
by Anita Pemberton
and Rick Senne
May it never be said that the
CCAB Concert Committee is unresponsive. According to our recent survey students wanted to
see and hear soft rock bands
featured . On March 13th, at 7:00
p.m. in the Auditorium CCAB
presents rock bands TANTRUM
and EUROPE .
EUROPE is a successful high
energy rock band from Chicago
which knows how to satisfy and
entertain people with their
music. . EUROPE consists of
five male musicians formally
known as Prism) playing locally
around Chicago in places like the
Chicagofest. B'Ginnings, and
Haymakers. Their success has
also been growing by their ap-

.C areers Services

/

II

-·

II

F. How do you usually get to C8!DJIUS?

I

D.WbereisyourlN»melocatecr.

/ ,•

I 1 within two miles of Northeastern
I 2 two to four miles from Northeastern
I .3 five to eight miles from Northeastern
I 4 nine or more miles from Northeastern
I
I E. About bow long does it take y ou to get to campus?
1.

I

I
I
I
I
I
I
II

I lwalk
I . 2 public transportation

I
I

I
I
I
I

, 3 private vehicle
4 other:

G. Do you have any difficulty getting to campm?

I always
2sometimes
3 not usually
4never

H. How do you feel about UNI being closed because of weather caditions?
1 it's caused me plenty of headaches

1. 2 it was great
I· 3 UNI was closed? I didn't notice

II

Information Day

I

I

I
I
I

I·

COMMUTER CENTER .
CAFETERIA

I
I
I
I

I
I
I

·

I. Know ye not Agincourt?

I•·

lyes
2no
3wbat?

I

I
I
I

J. Who is J. Mullen?
1 former president of Northeastern
2 a comic strip character
3 both of the alN»ve
4 none of the above
4 I don't have any idea

K.WhateverbappenedtoBabyJane?

I
I
. I

1 She's running for mayor of Chicago

1· 2 She sells retreaded sneakers in Milwaukee

~coME JOIN us
FOR BREAKFAST, LUNCH AND
·NOW OUR NEW LATE DINNER SPECIALS,
FEATURING:
--CHOICE OF ENTREE
-VEG ETABLE OR POTA TO
-DINNER SALAD
-SMALL BEVERAGE
-ROLL AND BU'ITER

ALL FOR ONLY $2.45! !

I · 3 She's a B&MG major
I:

I

L. What is the first of UNrs alma mater?

II

M. Are you:

I
I
I
•·
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I

1:
1•: 1 student
I 2faculty
1; 3 Civil Service

I
I
I

4otber:
5 I'm not telling
N. Are you:

I female
2male

II
I

II

H you have a question you'd like to have included in a future mini
questionnaire, write it in below:
,
TEAR OFF COMPLETED QUESrIONNAIRE AND DEPOSIT .IN
A SURfEY ' 79 DROP BOX. THANKS!!
_

~------------------------~

,

•
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"Defense Technology '79"

"I am a colonel in the Army Reserve and I do work for General
Dynamics. We are not 'here necessarily to sell anything directly. We
particularity specialize in-uh-I am particularity interested in anti-tank
weapo,ns ."
It was just a trade show with Corporation.
the official title "Defense
The demonstrators came from
Technology 79" . Its purpose be- all over the country. they wanted
ing to attract the producers. deto make a statement and they _
signers. sellers. and users of
wanted to be heard. Robert
military defensive weapons
Aldridge. who spent 16 years
together for disS'.ussion and
working at Lockheed. spoke fo r
primarily to enhance the sales of
many when he said that the
these weapons. The core of the
motivating force behind the arms
sellers would be corporations
race is profits. These corpora- ·
based in the United States. the
tions continue to develop new
buyers would be persons. foreign
technology. more sophisticated
governments. and private co_rtechnology. to increase sales.
porations in need of defensive
The technology is moving in the
armimants . The main force
direction where one country can
behind the showcase is a
attack without fear of retaliation.
weapons trade magazine based
Civil Disobedience had its moin Washington D.C .
ments which led to 5 a rrests . The
On Feb. 18. '1979. Rosemont. Il- first four arrested were Roman
linois was the town that hosted Ca tholi c priests who had
this Defense Technology 79". in
travelled from Baltimore.
the O'Hare ExpoCenter.
Maryland. They chose to show
Previously such exhibitions were
their outrage by lying/ down at
held in Washington D.C. and
the front doors of the ExOrange Coun..ty. California.
poCenter. which was the same as
However. Rosemont could very
lying at the feet of the Rosemont ,
likely be the last town to host · Police. The. priests were given a
such as "Arms Bazaar".
two minute warning that they
The 2000 people that attended
wre going to be arrested if they
the parking lot demonstration
did not move. I was able to tal k to
capped many months of protest
the priests. who decided not to
that resulted in .. DT 79" not
move. These priests had spent
fulfilling many of its organizers
time in va rious South and Latin
hopes and the sellers expectaAmerica countries whre the govtions. The public pressure of orernments are repressive and the
ganizations such as Mobilization citizens a re starving.
for Survival and Clergy and Laity
Father Carl Cabot said " This is
Combined caused many sellers to
the only thing I can do. to lay my
withdraw . These sellers were the _body as witness that guns kill.
larger multi-national corporabombs kill. even when they
tions that do not need to display
aren't used. by causing people to
their wares for sales. nor do they starve.··
need public abuse. Out of 200
These four acted independently
potential sellers. 26 set up booths and did not confer witl:l_ local orin the exhibition hall. With the
ganizers. I asked if they thought
slick likes of Honeywell and Boe- conferring could have attracted
ing absent. the most visually exmore participants and made _the
citing display was from the
demonstrations more effective.
Second Chance Body Armor
"Well actually I hope that

"We want to remind those that are coming to buy and sell arms that we would rather be in jail than to have
them continue their arms fair."

someday half the country or all
the cwntry would break laws so
that this obscene arms race that
we l USA l are the leaders of
would stop.·· Father Cabot said.
Marvin Kremo. a seller for an
ai rcra ft fi rm . spoke fo r the
m e r c h a nt p oi n t · of vi ew~
·· Forums like this are used fo r an
exchange of ideas on trying to determine defensive ways to"enact
foreign policy. We discuss the
benefits of defensive technology
that have saved many li ves. I
certainly understand and sympathize with what they're tdemonstratorsl trying to do. No one
wants war . no one wants to sell
weapons . but in the real world
you must understand that you
have to have weapons to defend
yourself. What a-re the options?
Should we not defend ourselves?
To fulfill our national Goal we
have to be in a position of
st rength . so !----see nothing wrong
in hav ing weapons .··

Dr. Stan Newman
UNI faculty member
(Anthro. Dept.)
will speak and ·show slides of
his recent trip -to Israel on
Tuesday, March 6, 1979 at 1
P.M . in CC-218.
Sponsored by KLAL YISROEL

Educational Center
Call Days Ewenln1s & WttkeHS

SPRING, SUMMER,
FALL INTENSIVES

-- - --- ---

COURSES STARTING
THIS MONTH:
DAT, SAT, LSAT

-NEXT
- -M--- - ONTH:
MCAT, SAT, LSAT
GRE
6216 N.

~
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W~ct[L(t CDA~~~ [lJJCD~Army-NaV)· Surplus • Camping Goods

YOUR LOCAL UNCLE DAN'S I S AT
3350 Bryn Mawr, Chicago

588-'H90

STOP IN
AND GIVE US
A TRY!!

Clark

Chi cago Ill 60660
(31 2 )76 _-5 151

4

.

For Information About Oth er Centers
In Mtjor US Cities & Abroad

YOUR COLD WEATHER CLOTHING SPECIALIST!!

Outside NY Stall
CAI.L rou fill: -.m.1112
.)

.i,_
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I have a copy of .. Force Ten
Fr o m Navarone " on my
bookshelf. It has been there since
its first paperback printing in
1969 a nd on the back cover are
seven words which readers of the
book greeted with equal parts of
dismay and enthusiasm.
Soon to be a major motion pi cture are words that bring terror
and delight to the readers of the
novels of Alistair MacLean. This

popular of all MacLean stories
and the finest movie to be derived from his work was THE
GUNS OF NA VARONE.
The film released in 1961
sta rr e d Gregory Peck as
Mallory . the professiona l mountaineer. David Niven as Miller.
the munitions expert and Anthony Quinn as Stravos. the
fierce and expert guide . These
same characters were resur-

War Movie
Suffers From
Terminal Stupidity
University ... Weathers re plies
after a measured pause. The
black actor has taken over the
rol e performed by Anthony Quinn
in the original with a few alterations .
How m a ny GI's do you know.
who after escaping from a
truckloa d of MP's would leap
aboa rd a strange plane and demand to be taken whereever they
were headed?
But thi s is typical of the thinking or la ck of it in this snafu of a
movie . Characters who over
power their guards and escape
leave their captors · weapons
behind . There·s a wa re on but
this grou p tneds to stroll unconcerned through open territory
without a ca re · in the world
besides blisters. '
· FORCE TEN becumes one of
_vour average suicide missions
which is plagued by bad luck and
termi na l stupidity. More than
ha lf of the strike force members
are eliminated before the group
lands in Yugoslavia. There they
are met by a Beauty and the
Beast combination and their
ba nd of merry partisans·.
Ba rba ra Bach from THE SPY
~ HO LOVED ME plays the
beauty and seyen foot two inch
Richard Kiel. who was featured
in the sa me movie as .. J aws ...
plays the part of the beastly Capta in Drazac.
The me rry band of partisans
are se lected from Tit's pres~nt
armed forces. The filming in
Yugoslavia does little to promote
tourism even though the moun-

vital bridge thus stopping the
German advance and allowing
for som e rather impressive
specia l effects.
The rest of the production looks
like it were made on the cheap
and ca pabl e actors like Shaw and

to last film . Here's hoping that
AVALANCE EXPRESS. his last
pictuee will a llow his impressive
film caree r to end with a little
more dignity.
Alistair MacLean novels are
still be ing made into motion pie-

'

in a war movie."
is beca use hi s work does not reeled in the 1968 novel sequel to
transfe r well to film . Or rather. the 1956 novel. which took them
the majority of the films based on directly from being picked up off
hi s 9ove ls have been poorly the island of Navarone to another
handl ed .
mission of utmost importance to
tains in the background do out- • "Is this man a Harvard graduate? Carl Weathers claims he is."
act many of the performers.
Although his recent work has the war effort involving a \·itasl
slacked off from -the inventive bridge and Yugoslavian
and colorful style of plotting and partisans.
writing the bulk of his work disAmerican International's
plays . the adventuresome der- version of FORCE TEN FROM
ring-do that Mac Lean excells at. NA VARONE. which was recries out to be made into motion leased elsewhere in the country
pictures. Of his twenty-three nov- at Christmas. allows· some space
e ls a nd one biography of between the missions. They allow
Lawrence of Arabia . fourteen for a lot of leeway in this movie. I
novels have been adapted for the knew they were in trouble when
mov ies. most with little disti_11c- Mallory (now played by the late
tion .
Robert Shawl reports for duty in
Does anybody remember An- a beret three sizes too small. The
thony Hopkins in WHERE rest of the uniform didn' t fit that
E IGHT BELLS TOLL? Or Ba rry well either.
:'--Jewma n in FEAR IS THE KEY?
The fi Im uses scenes 'from the
How about Richard Widmark in endin g of THE GUNS OF
THE SECRET WAYS or Sven NA VARONE inters pliced with a
Berti! Taube in PUPPET ON A close-up of Shaw and Edward
CHAIN ?
Fox in the rofe and the demoliThose that saw Charles tions wizard . The huge guns once
Bronson in BREAKHART PASS again topple into the Aegean and
would . I'm sure. like to forget aft er a while you wish the projecthat experience. ICE STATION ti o ni st was showing Carl
,
ZEBRA with Rock Hudson . Foreman's 1961 production in- "Gathered before their attempt to destroy the bridge in the ~ckground, the "Force 10" commandos (1-rl,
Ernest Borgnine and Jim Brown stead.
Franco Nero, Harrison Ford, Robert Shaw, Edward Fox, and Carl Weathers contemplate their commando
wasn' t much to praise either.
Foreman . who produced and · mission high in the mountains of Yugoslavia .. "
THE SA TAN BUG. a science adapted the novel on the orig!nal
FORCE TEN is the type of film F ox appear fooli s h . Guy tures . BEAR ISLAND is now befiction adventure with George is also credited with the adapta- that could set back diplomatic re- Hamilton. who directs. has the
ing filmed ·in Alaska with Donald
Maharis. Anne Francis and Ed tion of the screen story for these- lations ten years.
idea that if he raises the volume Sutherland and a version of THE
Asner was a respectable render- quel. The years have not been
As with most MacLean adven- of the music the pictures GOLDEN · RENDEZVOUS with
ing of the MacLean novel first kind . There is only one decent ex-. tures there is the usual assort- becomes more exciting. l}lis Richard Harris should be in republished under the psuedonym change in the entire script. This
ment of double agents. double ma y h a v e w o r k e d i n lease soon .
of Ian Stuart.
occurs between Harrison Ford of crossing and loud explosi~ns. but GOLDFINGER and the three
There was a ten year wait for
Als-0 successful was the STAR WARS fame and Carl the iflm itself is based more on other Bond pictures he directed
FORCE TEN - FROM
glorious comic book tale of Weathers . the ex-football player the title of the novel than on the but it only works when there is
NA VARONE . It wasn' t long
Richard Burton and- Clint who f.ound' prominence as Apollo majority of its contents. The ob- something on the screen to match
enough for the readers of the
Eastwood killing Nazis and rid- Creed in ROCKY. jective is primarily the same: the increased vo·lume and tempo book . MacLean and his readers
ing cable cars in WHERE
Ford asks Weathers where he'd destroy a vital bridge by blowing ol the brass sections.
deserve 6etter tre'a frnent. T_hey
EAGLES DARE.
But th~- !"flOSt_ , _learned to use a ~nife. ".Harvard up a vital.dam to wash away said· . This was Robert Shaw·s second
,
didn' t get it from FORCE TEN.
~
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Survey '79 Update
/

SPECIAL "THANKS

600's COMING IN!

Special thanks to the small group of students in the cafeteria who
volunteered to close and ctasp hundreds of SURVEY 79 envelopes.
Their effort made it possible to meet our mailing deadline. We're
grateful for the time you,took to help. Sorry about the broken nails an;
paper cuts.

Extensive questionnaires sent to 600 selected students are beginning
to come in! Those of us who. have spent months planning and many
long, hard hours of work want you to know how excited we were at the
arrival of early returns and how much we're looking forward to those on
their way. Six hundred, you're terrific!

600-PLUSJ .

MINI Q'S

'
Though their names were not selected, there have been a surprising
number of students who have asked to fill out the extensive SURVEY
79 questionnaire.

We are hopeful that we will be able to ,provide some opportunity for
these students to offer their opinions on the variety of topics covered
in the questionnaire.

Though we will not begin to publish mini questionnaire results until the
next issue of the PRINT,
55% of respondents so far are women
45% of respondents so far are men
Faculty and staff are sending in mini Q's, but as expected , students are
carrying the day.

If you would like that opportunity, please let us know. Send your name,
address and phone number care of any SURVEY '79 drop box.

THANKS FOR HELPING:
Aperture
Klal Yisroel
Lambda Sigma Alpha
Student Council for Exceptional Children
Tau Kappa Epsilon
·
Uptown Cultural Society
Varsity Tennis Team

"

SURVEY '79 DROP BOXES
Deposit questionnaires, suggestions or any comments you would like
SURVEY 79to have in our bright yellow boxes. You 'll find them in the
following locations:
·
1. Library circulati.on desk
2. "Old Library " (Registration-Cashier's Office)
3. Information Booth in t_he Beehive '
4. Book Nook
.. , ,. n •.
5. Game Room

'

Shopping Chic to Chic
It began innocently enough.
Gucci was one of the first to
begin the trend. the trait. the
trivial treat of placing his initials
on a handbag. An aging little
Italian designer puts a few letters on a cow-cudded piece of luggage and before you can wail
MAMA CELESTE. the little bugger makes more dough than six
hot bakers at a yeast orgy. In a
matter .of months Gucci is
laughing in the Jira and basking
in the bucks. He discovered
something soon to become the
cat-call of fashion ; the fa<;t that
you ·could sell even the scummiest of barf-bags as long as the
little suckers were initialed. And
Iike'°'flies to the flame and zippers
to the same. a dozen designers
jump upon the letters of success.
It is 1979 and we are besieged. deluged, smothered in our own
vanity. vexed beyond all sanity.

yet tacky and crappy and quite
candidly in the midst of
calamity . But let's cut the gloss
and face the fact ; it' s pit-city.
folks . and it's weird.
Now those in the know who
may not kriow what the rest of us
know. know not now what is IN
mainly because what was IN now
was OUT ·when this sentence
began an hour ago. The world of
fashion and finan'ce are
perpetually changing much like a
schiwphrenic in a house !?f mirrors. Today's look. looks like
yesterdays fantasy . while tomorrow's look looks like a frumpy t<>day. So. if you attempt to resemble Mai;go Hemingway or Diane
Keaton. you really look like a
post-war , 'Patton or a postmortem Ma Kettle. In truth. designers do all their designing at
night so that when you get up in
the morning and face the closet
there is never anything to wear.

KLAL YSROEL is sponsoring
the following people for election to the Student Senate:

DEBBIE GRONNER
IRA SILVERSTEIN
SHELLEY TARSHIS
Please V.ote! !

l

In The.Twentieth
Century

nothing that ·could barely be
called "clothes." This is the ul- president : he' s probably never
timate answer to the " but-I-have- worn a pair of tight pants in. his
nothing-to-wear" syndrome of liJe so you know his brains must
life. a problem Freud aptly de- be loose and Jell<>-like. Think
ducted as "maternal deprivation about it.
during breast feeding with an
At all times your flesh is under
emphasis on sexual degradation _scrutiny. under style•• surand a s ide of fries ." ( Neither of veillance. THEY miss nothing.
us survived PSYCH 101).
THEY see all. And THEY'D
Like a bad John Travolta mov- sooner initial your butt and butie. moment by moment the world toneer than loose a prospective
changes. You have your Beane BOD and buyer. WE are THEY.
jeans from Bonwits with the bot- and WE monitor each other flatom cuff folded up and trendy. grantly . blatantly. wickedly cast-·
tight and foxy. chic and sexy. as ing decision to disast~r with the
i.f anyone ever looked up from slighte'st · . visual imperfection.
their own hips. You have your " Your slip is showing. dear."
Yve St . Laurent shirt. your Yve " Didn' t you wear that last
St. Laurent cologne. your Yve St . week? ' ' " Isn't that last year' s
Laurent rubber ... duck. You have color? " .. You mean you actually
your skivvies from Give,nchy.
WANTED to look like that? 1 '
your panties from . Pucci, and
·It' s a game. a game quite unyour leather uppers from De
like any other and some of us
'-"
,
I
Sade. whip cream not included
(the later of which can be
purchased as a gift set from
either I. Masochist or Lord and
Lord depending on your fetish of
fashion).
And the links of the kinks just
continue to grow in initialed folly.
We are manipulated in means,
fascinated by in-sea.ms. and
always victim to · the trend of
taste. Hooded ~hirts , alligatored
pockets. cuffed clacks, Kangaroo
pouches. aviator scarves, layers
upon layers upon layers of never
ending folds . The warble goes on
forever . almost into New York's
designer district. and the insanity continues to dazzle, to
shock. to insinuate what you
should wear. how you should act,
who you should talk to. I mean,
would you openly trust anyone
under thirty who didn' t own a
pair of jeans? A pair of boots? A
Bee Gee' s album? Look carefully
at the next person who says an
ex-movie star would make a good

play it extremely ,well. · From
Thomas K. to Albert K. to Jackie
0 . with a chauffeur stop at Jeans
West. the trip from · casual to
WOW can be costiy. extravagant.
and quite comr:nonly frustrating.
By the time you·ve squeezed jnto
satin pants you discover that
baggy khaki is IN. and by the
time you pull those drawstrings
you find that thin belts are IN.'.
and by the time you pull it a_ll
together you·re sti tT a month and
a half behind New Yorkers. even
without the time change. The on:
ly way you ever ·know if you· re
reall y · with it' is if you look up
from your flesh one morning and
realize that you·re the only one
wearing a Colonel Sanders suit in
a sea of chicken outfits. By then
its time to throw irrthe towel. initialed of course.

r:~:t::::::t:=:::t::::::t::::.::±=::i.=:::±=d=::EZEO:::z::t:z:z:(Jm!'.)
Once again we have another format. come on down to the staedition of this week' s radio tion and make an appointment to
guide.Bear in mind that thjs is by see either the- Program Director
no means a complete guide but or our General M~ager. We can
just highlights some of the pr<>- be reached at X 518. We' d like:to
grams which are rfgularly extend our hours to midnite soon.
scheduled. Several new students _ FRIDAY FEB. 23_
Every Friday at 2 pm. WXRD
have made their way down to our
studios and are now in training. presents the Gray Panthers'
Good News! We' ve taken another radio collective amt their show.
small step and have been able to "Not for Seniors Only" . This
increase our weekly broadcast- show is produced entirely by the
ing hours to begin at 11 am Mon- group and includes informative
Fri ... We still come on at 10 am O!l news and commentary. music,
the weekends and turn the interviews and community antransmitter off at about 10 pm nouncements. Approx . 1112 hours.
each night. If anyone out there SATURDAY24
has any ambition to produce good
(Continued on page 91
alternative radio in a progressive

........ ,
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Off The Track
Ch icago land's usc:d and
demo S tereo Specia lists

Sunshine and Blue Skies

· Save 40% · to 70% off comparable
new prices
Every piece guaranteed like one of a . ~
kind
l
Used Specials:

bees. " We' ll be dodging and
wasdue.
swatting
them
as
they
try
to
stick
.. For the guys it will be heaven
THAT DOES IT! There will be
on the beaches . because bikini
no more talk about snowy. freez- · those little machetes into us until
clad gals can be seen· as f;lr . as
ing. _and disgusting weather. It either they give up or we do.
.. Then there will be the fresh
the eye reaches. .. This will be
TEAC A2300SX
$419
may be a little early. but you are
about to read the first 1979 warm breeze. its purpose is · enough to make the entire wi nter
$11_5
DUAL 502
simply · the people to please ... · noghing in ore than a minor irTribute to Spring.
ritati on .
. Won' t it be wonderful to finally There is no doubt that all of us .
$175 .,
SANSUI 5050
due
to
the
,rapid
change
of
"
The
gals
will
sta
rt
work
on
a
ta ke off the boots. gloves .
$185
deep. golden tan . in the hope that
MARANTZ 2225 demo
scarves. a nd heavy coats? Just weather. will catch a cold and
they will attract a John Travolta
imagine it. Let your mind sneeze .
$149 - .
TECH NICS SL 1'350 ·
type ma n ... With a little luck . all .
wander to the (hopefully! not-to-"Bright and frie ndly will apthe gals· will find their dream .• · :
$79
distant futu re:
MIRACORD 825 (complete, new)
pec:1r the sun. causing all to have
.. Sitting in the ball park in the
•" To sit and wonder for hours great fun ." . It took him long season' s heat. even if the Cubs
. 110 ea.
INFINITY monitor jrs.
about the rain falling in the spr- enough to show his face . Now · and Sox both go down in defeat. ..
$89.95
PIONEER PLA45D
. ing showers." Sure looks an·· he' II probably be a real smart
Hey. it's inevitable. Maybe one of
guy
and
give
away
sunburns
that
awful lot like · snow Flurries.
$99
the teams wi ll get lu~ky .. next
GERRARD 01 00C
•
otherwise the rai n has a terrible nobody will forget.
year .
SONY 3140F
$99
case of da ndruff .
Everyone who reads this story
.. A light and peaceful wind
Much Much More!!!
blows . bringing a sweet aroma to should ·cut it out and mai l it to
. " Bloom ing flowers· will begin
Mother Nature. If enough of
my nos.e ... The sweet a roma will
to sprout. but beware of the
HEAR AGAIN STEREO 7002. N.
be. the two months worth of them are sent,. maybe she' ll get
potholes as they pop out ." Once
the hint.
Californ~~ Chicago 338-TT37
again everyone . will ha ve a trozen garbage that will even.As fa r as the poetry goes. this ·
tually thaw out. This is because
chance to see how well thei r car-s
paign to Stop Govt. Spying is a
is a bsolutely and defini tely my TUESDAY 27
the city neglected to request that
shock absorbers work.
national
coalition of organizaAt
3
pm
.
tune
us
in
for
a
scienlast
attem
pt:
"Sorry.
but
alas.
it
it
be
picked
up
after
the
snow
.. As the weather fi na lly brings
tions
which
provide assistance to
tific
inquiry
into
sugar:
"
By
Any
plowing was completed. Instead. is time to go. for there is.ttill the
green to the· trees. o"ut fro m the
local
groups
concerned about the
Other
Name
it
Would
Taste
as
it was decided that a vacation shovel
hives · will come the fri endl y
Sweet: The Scinence Story Looks CIA. FBI a nd local·.. red squads" .
at Sugar" . This program will ex- 30minutes.
amine the additive nature of THURSDAY MARCH 1
(Continued from page Sl
At 3 pm , tune us in fo r an insugar in Western society, its ef
For the last 4 months or so.
fects on the consumer and its fo rma tive program which will
WZRD has be~n producing a
alternatives ( honey, saccaharin, tell yo u e verything you always
weekl y show relating to the imand raw sugar). Interviews in- wanted to know on how to go
mense community protest over
clude Dr. Ben Feingold of Kaiser about. " Unmas king Corporathe .. Ar m s Ba zarre" that took
H9spita l in San Francisco ; Dr. tions" . What you need to fi nd o'ut,
place in Rosemont earlier this
Donald Kennedy. Commissioner how a nd where to dig for the info
week. This show will recap the
of the Food and Drug Ad- and wha t you can do with it once
mai n action and a lso inform you
ministrat ion. and Dr. Herman you have it Find out how large
of wha t future plans have been
Kraybill of the National Cancer stock-holders hide their identities
made by the Mobilization for
Institute. This show is mixed behind ' street names' ; who's on
Survival CoaJition. F rom 1-2 pm.
wi th music and is extremely en- the Board of Directors ; how to
At 8 pm. tune in to 88.3 FM for .
te r ta in ing a nd info rmative. decode fina ncia l statements ;
WZRD' s report and interviews of
what the company's safety repersons who pa rticipated in this About 16 min.
cord is: what their labor policy
wee k' s. • p rotest of Defense
is ; wha t ties they have with
WEDNESDAY 28
Technology '79. WZRD was out
At 7 pm. tune into WZRD as we .politicians a nd regulatory agenthere wi th our ta pe recorders and
present a program on. " The cies: how they operate in other
THEY LIVE IN PLACES LIKE CHAD., M.l\LI., TOGO.,
both sides have made comments.
Campaign to Stop Government countries; that is if you' re inBELIZE.,'BENJN, I ,GABON., RWANDA AND FIJI I IN .
SUNDAY 25 .
Spying" . Govt. spying may be terested .
AFRICA.,ASIA.,LATIN AMERICA, THEY LIVE IN
-At 12 noon WZRD presents our
As always WZRD welcomes
legal or illegal. but its intent is
AMERICA.,TOO, IN CROWDED CITIES.,FORGOTTEN
.. Sunday Morning Nightmare"
always the same : to control those any comments or suggestions for
HILLS, THEIR DREAMS ARE COM"ON., NEEDS B/\SIC:
which jus t might knock your
they distrust and fea r . The Cam- our programming.
socks off .._. features the new and
FOOD AND WATER.,HEALTH AND ~USING., JOBS.,,,,
old sounds of new wave music
AND YOU,,,TO HELP AS A PEACE CORPS OR VISTA
and includes many impossible to
VOLL.tffEER I
get a lbums .. . Not for Punks
SIGN UP AT PLACEMENT OFFICE FOR
Only ... until 3 pm.
PEN:E._ INTERVIEWS THURS., MARCH 1 ·
At 6 pm . tune into to " Women
with Wings" our res ident
VISTA
feminist radio collective who
each • week feature womens'
music news. information and
.....
culture . exclusively. Each Sunday night until 10 pm .

by Donald Czowiecki

.
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THERE ARE PEOPLE
OUT THERE

WZRD

0

K~epa Good
Thing Going

CeRf>S

ESPANOL ESPANOL ESPANOL

MONDAY 26

EL CUERPO DE PAZ Y VISTA NECISITAN SU
FACILIDAD_,EN EL IDIOMA ESPANOL Y SU
PREPARACION PARA .PODER LUCHAR CONTRA
LA POBREZA,
HAGA UN ANO CON VISTA TRABAJANDO CON
CAMPESINOS MIGRANTES "'OTROS POBRES
URBANOS Y RURALES AQUI EN LOS ESTADOS
UNI_POS O TRABAJE POR DOS ANOS EN UN
PA[S DEL TERCER MUNDO Q.E LATINO
AMERICA -COMO UN VOLUN~RIO DEL CUERPO ·
DE PAZ,
;

POR EL TRABAJO MAS DIFICIL QUE USTED
PUEDE AMAR., LLAME AL
0 BUSQUE UN CONSEJERO EN

SIGN UP AT PLACEMENT OFFICE FOR
INTERVIEWS, THURS., MARCH 1

At 3 prri. tune into the WIZARD
as we present a program which
will take a look at " Sweden from
the Left". Leftwing puclisher
Earl Ofari discusses the nature
of Sweden' s economic structure
and politics. He will also present
a seldom heard view of Social
Democracy and the present
moderate-conservative government in Sweden. as well as talk
about Sammy Davis Jr.'s latest
film project. which they oppose.
30minutes.
At 7 pm. tune us in for an antinuclear play adapted for radio
entitled . " The Loon's Rage;,.
This play is usually performed
outs ide in the parks. The
scena rio includes a couple of
mad scientists. talking animals
and th e be aut iful mutant
daughte r of one of the scientists.
The play moves quickly and is
very enjoyable to list~n to. It also
contains some very good antinuke info rmation spliced into the
dialogue . About 30 minutes. ·

.,,
SI.GN UP AT PLACEMENT OFFICE FOR
INTERVIEWS,
THURS., MARCH 1
I
.
YOU VE FINISHED YOUR JOB TRAINING, YOUR

DEGREE, ,,NO,v YOU'RE READY TO CASH IN ON
lH)SE TOUGH YEARS.,TIME TO MEET A BIGGER
CHALLENGE: A·JOB OVERSEAS IN AFRICA.,ASIA
OR 11.'.TIN AMERICA WITH THE PEACE CORPS,
YOU VE BEEN MEETING CHALLENGES ALL YOUR
LIFE, INTROOOCE YOURSELF TO PEACE CORPS,

~

, Ir

\.. free classifieds")

for sale
For Sale
1977 Dodge Sportsman Royal
Van. 8,000 miles, under warranty , AT, AC. .PS. PB .
Rustproffed Metalic Paint. 5
passenger. $6,200 Call 286-0334
For Sale
Two AM Car Radios, Delco and
Motorola, Both for $35. 728-7458.
· ForSale
Four GR 78-15 Atlas Goldenaire
II Tubeless White Side Wall
Tires, Never Used. $275. 728-7458.
For Sale
1977 Yamaha XS400 1 swnmer
use Mag. wheels Dual discs,
elect. start 1000.00 or offer call
John at 442-5766.
For Sale
Kay 5 string banjo-perfect for
beginner $60. Call 973-5216 or Ext.
484 ask. for Dan

Wanted
Part-time opportunity to make
excellent money. Must be 18 or
over. Work hours best suited to
you. Call Mon. thru Fri. 8:00a.m .
to 9:00 p.m ., Sat. 9:00 a .m . to6:00
p.m . 784-3666.
Registered Physical Therapist
North Side Hospital Full time
$15,000 and up depending on experience. Call Health Service
ext. 355 Marion Etten for more
into.

The Psych Dept.'s Career Planning Center provitles jobmatching services for Psych majors looking for immediate full or
part time employment in the
field . Come to S313B or call ext .
676, 668.

Lost Two rings . one gold high school
ring ( Mother Guerin) and one
silver ring with cut out design.
Call Ann , ext. 205. Reward.

Personals

Dear " Hey La-De-Da-De Guys;
Thanks for coming to my party. You' re a bunch of sweeties!
Come visit me again sometime.
Renee

Bonnie
Irving says hi to Kosher
Canary. L_uv says hi to Coquette.
My parental units say hi. I say hi
to Kevin. Where does leave you
you ask? Well...the entire universe says hi to you. Oan't beat
that!
Barb

Lore and Linda.
. What is this business about you
alternating sick days??
Disco Nick
D.T.P.B.
Got to find a new spot to
headline on Saturday nights??
DiscoNfck

Jay.
_Where did the Ice man get his
shades??
An Untouchable
Camille.
Good luck with this weeks
personals!
Disco Nick
Gigi.
I could have told yoil the South
side was rough. But No!!!
Whirling Dervisher

Dear Joan.
It's so nice of you to invite the
Donna.
whole world to your party on
You won the first round. but we
saturday. Oh Baby! Are we going . have 15 more to go'! 1
to have a good time! 1 !
Nick
To Sherry.
Al -Anon 848-2707 Alcohics
Anonmous 346-1475. It will help at
Frandensteins and Geno's East.
?????????

Dear Eddie.
When you see me walking to
school. you're supposed to offer
me a ride . Dummy. not honk!!!
Guess Who?

To whom it may concern.
Let's all hide under Ingrid's
hair.

Dear Cissy Chapstick.
The next time you come down a
slope together, just once, would I
like to see you . fall on your
face!!!
Green with Envy

Sweet Roll Patti.
I won't give up. You are going
to be mine. Nothing will stop me
from caring'about you.
Love. Me
Dear Mike Palazon.
Keep your eye on the ball and
your hands out of your pockets.
The Team.·
PNA' S PILOT.
We made it across the first hurdle because of the expertise of
our pilot. You deserve the Gold
medal of honour. Next time lets
hope we don't have to send an
S.O.S. Navigator of PNA.
Come Gum.
Sorry it took so long to answer
you. I guess I was busy getting a
blast out of life. Blasting can be
hazardous to my health.
Binaca

Marsha.
Let .me tell you. ies such a
pleasure just to write this to you.
Maybe it will snow five more in-,
ches. so we can make plans for
the weekend . Such a deal!
Oh Nooooooooooo ...
T

Zeiker.
If I do go. will you come and
visit?
Love. Suez.

Dear Jamie.
Don't try anything funny at the
R.C.B. or I'll tell your mom!
R.

Sue I..
I found out you can have as
much liquor on it as you can con- ·
sume!
Love. Suez.
49/7,
We have to budget for skis too'
Love from Winter Park

To the almighty Quag.
Cheer up. every Friday isn't
the 13th!!
Big Greek

Tom.
I think we are going to be found
out again. What next?
Love.Sue

Dick.
Eventhough the editor said it
was going in. I took care of it.
Ts. sue
Dick.
Thank you very much for the
test. Unfortunatly . it didn't do
any good. But thanks for not letting me down . You never do.
Many Ts. Me
Tom .
Thank you for letting them go
in late .
Love.Sue
49/ 7,

You can EMWWC anytime'

John .
It will be better tomorrow.
Fox

Star.
I was looking al you. were you
looking al me?? ?
One of Charlie's Angels
Tony P ..
Your an extra special person .
Thanks for caring.
Love Always
Arthur.
We must have one of our ··let's
tell everything" talks soon . You
never know what we can learn
from each other.
Barbara
Good-bye
A belated Happy Hearts-Day.
Thanks for the shirt off your back
and the flower '
Spunky
Mork .
1 head that the la nd of sunshine
is getting sunnier every day . so
keep up the good work''''
Mindy
P.S. Squeakie's was fantastic '''
Jay.
I thought you· d make an appearance last Friday. What happened?? This time you did the
cuttin out on' ' '
DocM
P.S. Hea rd any Rod Stewart
lately?
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Dear Candy Bar ( Reggie)
I would like to chew on your
carmel! ! 1 !
T.H.

2)

~,,~

4

Dear Patti.
Maybe at this years R.C .B .. we
can beat our old record.
Jeff

Laurel (Wimp No. 1)
Don't let the weather (digging
tunnels to your doorway). the
mail ( and the males) . and such
things get you mad . Now
c·mon ... c' mon ... that's better.
Now get out of here. I mean it.
Wimp No . 1 (No way will I be No.

ILY, 36/ 6
To Nick and Jay.
You guys owe us each an apple
pie '
Lore and Gig

Jig.
Less than two months till
Winter Park'
Love. Fox

Is that a new goal? I will have
to drink a whole bottle for that
one!
2's to you, 36/6

Chuck (H.R.l L.
162- 174 - 191 Monday'
M . &D. (H.R.l

· o

C.O"C.J .S .. L.B .. N.C ..JA Y.E.S. th
e
LP " S.J . V .. E .P .. HB .. Y.A .. R .S.. D.Q ..
Party at my house March 3rd'
Boys!
Gig

Mike .
Call me foolish. call me dedicated, but these experiments
are great. One thing
however ... does doing anything in·
the name of science include
whips? Please reply.
Your Devoted Lab Assistant

49/ 7,

Patti ,
Fox.
You and Judy have become the
I love you By the way has
greatest financial wizards since anyone ever told you that you
J .P . Morgan .. .or Al Capone.
. were sexy? shhhhh.
Your loving Sven With many perverted thoughts.
Jig
Kevin B.
YoXXX
Dear Charity,
You wouldn't believe how
KevinB .
much.I miss you! ' !
You are the handsomest man I
Lov~. T-Bird
have ever seen. I hope to see
Audrey .
more ~f you . 1
You really don't have a funny
A little sister
nose. But even if you do. you're
still OK 11 '.
To a Wild-n-Crazy Girl.
JK
Saturday was a great day and I
want to thank you for spending it
with me . I hope that there are -Trish & Dave.
Thanx for the great company
many more days just like it
ahead. Remember, don't worry on -Valentine's Day!!! Too bad
that we had to leave the glasses.
about the future.
A W-N-CGuy the wine bottle is getting lonely!!!
R&J
PS. Had any bamboo lately???
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Debbie Jo & Audrey,
B's will never be the same with
you two "wild n crazy" girls
there!!! 1 I wish them luck!!!!

Blondie Sauage,
I love you less than yesterday,
but more than tomorrow.
Mr. Thumb

RM
Disco Nick.
Who says I don't make house
calls?? You just never asked
me!!!
The Doc
· P .S. Been to Republic 'Lumber
lately???
Quackie and D.J.
.Just because there is no heater
in the car doesn't mean it's cold
in there.
Babe and Little Girl
Debbie,
Butera is in for a lot of surprises! Thanks for getting the j~b
for ,me. ,
Audrey
Quags.
That's OK
Audrey
John .
Funny how our neighborhood
has changed' Thanks for eating
breakfast with me .
Audrey
Disco Nick
Shake your groove thing.
Audrey

Rhonda.
Thanks for all the rides in the
morning, If the " Angels" aren't
together next semester. I quit.
Audrey

R&J.
Thanx for the good time at
"Squeakies" I! That imitation of
Elvis was the living end!!
T&D

'

+++

To the U.N .I. Concert Band :
Please consider what Proverbs
II: 13 says: .. A gossip goes :iround
spreading rumours. while a wise
rnan tries-to quiet them."
C & C. 2 Concerned Members
Quackie. •
We made eye to eye contact.
and heaven knows you' re one of a
kind.
Babe
Nanu Nanu.
O_u r s.s. needs to befollfilled by
ApoHo and Starbuck. but what
viper plane have they gone ·off
on? Can we find them?
Battlestar Galactica

Comedy.
Mindy.
Remember ; there will be
Now that we have matching • another love for me someone will
shorts . when are we going jog- bring it . But who??
ging? Soon''
Tragedy
Love. Mork
Commo Cozzi .. I...
Andy's Disco Car.
Do you know who is in your
Get your rear in gear. Fix that army? I hope so' ' '
muffler so we. can party once
Commo Cozzi .. 2"
again.
Disco Seats
Joanne.
MenofTEKE.
Hope to match you shot for shot
Good luck on your R.C .B. I'm
at the R .C.B. (no oatmeal al~ure it will be a great time .
_ loweal .
S. Glinkerman
Sven
Eileen Dover.
After watching ROOTS. I have
realized that you are the Kunta
Kinte of TEKE Little Sisters.
S.G.

Dover.
When can I come over and feel er
I mean see your tan.
Sven

Kitty.
· I hear that Tony ran down your
battery ... too bad.
Sven

Beula Boula.
Sorr,y to hear your checks are
bouncing as much as much as
your waterbed. ·
S. Glinkerman

Ingrid.
Just like to say thanks for the dinner of 2 months ago. I would have
thanked you sooner. but I just got
out of the hospital.
S. Glinkerman

Diane.
Let me know when I can come
over and play elevator preferably when Mark is not around.
S.G.

Frosty,
' f "' don•t want to come out and
chase you. You must know I love
you.
Guy
Dear Maribeth. the whole school
knows you are a freshman incognito. so don't try to hide.
·
Ebony Eyes
Spring Affair.
So what if February is a lousy
month . it can only get warmer'
Don't let classes get you down.
just have a sloe gin fizz and laugh
at the Actors and Actresses in
turtlenecks' t HA HA) . By the
way I refuse to use nicknames
like K. and T.
Summer Nights
To Summer Nights.
Can you believe it. less .than 2
months left of winter -and Florida
here we come. The drinking age
is 18 for everything. Yeah. All the
pina coladas you can drink .
Florida style. Ha ha . And all the
senior citizens we can meet. free .
Sounds like fun . yes I know.
·
Spring Affair
Dear F'uzzyhead.
Why does it take you so long to do
your hair in the morning? All you
have to do is stick your finger in a
light socket'.!
!'/eeters
Dear Linda.
You are the only person I know
who washer and waxes their coat
instead of their car' ,
PS. I don·t know whether to call
y'OU different or weird?? !
Gay•le .
This is a personal to let everyone
know that vou love to
BURP '' Aren·t you EMBARRASED' !??
Orie of the Mental Bananas
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Jig and Mrs. R. .
Thanks for listening and understanding. Maybe someday r II Irish .
Hope you had a good time at
use that poem .
Eastern . Don't hold the mayo .
AIW
Patti.
Thanks for the card.
Committee Member
Big Greek.
Thank God that every day isn·t
Friaay the thirteenth .
Almighty Quagmire
Tina.
Finish your work so I can rescue
you.

Fox.
Take me with you . .no matter
what ,We'll never regret i_t! !
·
· 2·s Jig
Quags.
Come visit us.' We' ll miss ha\·ing
you around.
Fox and Jig
;

' .:

I.

.I. M. Prints
, by Nick Calogeropoulos
•Controlling the boards at both ,
ends of the court. the Stack
Sq~ad t 3-0) easily handled the
Adidas 10-3) in the form of 86'. 25
in the Tw:i"sday 1: 00 league . Stack
Squ;i.d' s experience and inside
muscle was supplied by Raynard
Jones. Stanley Eames and Danny
ljill all averaging in height at
6'4". along with 5· 10·· captain
Steve Flowers. Being outslzed
and out muscled . the Adidas
scrapped all game fighting for
whatever points they could .
muster. under the leadership: of ,
Hector Carabez. Finding
themselves down at the half
40-13. Adidas could not recover
due to continual 3 point plays by
Stack Squad. thus clinching their
3rd blowout victory in a row.
•Other games around the
league saw the Wildcats beat the
Misfits on hitting 2 of 5 free ,
throws for a 55-53 final.

.' ,

r

•The Old Timers lead by Ray
Kasper won an infr~ction filled
game defeating the Albany Boys
32-29 in a half court affair in the
1:30 league . .
,
. :JK.E .. L~ad by. Tony Hill ; b,attled to a 49-38 decision over th~
tough. outside shooting Chic!1go
Muscle . Leading at the half 24-23.
T K. E had to go to their big men
to pull them through a very hectic second half in tliis 1:30
hackathon .
I

,

The
, PRINT Power Ratings
1. Dazz 3-0 ( 3)
2. Stack Squad 3-0
3. Empress II 3-0
4. Buzzers 3-0
5. Latin Connection 3-0
6. TKE 3-0
7. Pog Mo Tuin 3-0
8. Pacers 3-0
9. Hard Ups 2-1
10. Untouchables 1-2

60
52
46
44
33
30
17
17
11

3

Disco '-lick and Big E .
\Ve wish to extend our warmest
and sincere thanks to both of you
for showi ng us a great time out
on the town.
Lore and Linda

'-lane,·.
When do I get those 3 drinks you
owe me''

,
PS. I ,ca n hard!\·. wait' .

"

fUL

I am so into ~-ou!'
F: arl\" Riser

Captain .
You and Rat Cave better make it
to class on time . I'm. always
there ahead of you!
Dinsdale
S.
Smokey and the Bandit did it
again !
D.
Empower the poor, develop their
leadership skills. Live and work for a year
as a VISTA volunteer. Across America your
s~ills in Education, Social Science,
Health, Business, Spanish or
Law· can help. Contact:

Arthur .
Shall the trauma of slight fortune
rule our lives only temporarily or
shall it be a shi1;-v lining on our
cloud of hope .
Barbara
Chuck .
I was thinking of a career as a
computer programmer so I
changed m y major to ·,·history.
See you at the Field Museum .
"The Irish One··

SIGN UP AT PLACEMENT OFFICE FOR
INtcRVIEWS, THURS.,
MARCH 1
.
'
'

.

Annie .
We hear Charlie is out looking for
Miss Bargirl. U.S.A.-you better
get your campaign speech ready.
Signed.
Two that are "too easy going"

P.E ..Offers class
During the 1979 Sp~ing/ Summer Trimester;. the Physical
Education Department is offering the ,course PEMT 2034. Field
Experiences·: Summer Recreation Leadership. This is a th'ree
credit hour course. It is open to
all undergraduate students at
UNI. The course is for students
who are participating (n field
work in HPER . in summer
schools. park districts. settlement houses. community centers. day camps , swimming
pools. and various certified or-

ganizations. · Those taking the
course will be required to prepare a paper on the nature of the
student's work. aims. objectives.
and daily problems and experiences.
If you have a summer job in
any ·of these areas . it may be
possible for you to obtain three
hours of elective credit. Other
possibilities exist which may
satisfy the requirements of this
coufse . If y_pu are interested. see
Dr. Waechter in the Gym Office
( Ext. 481) before you register.

11' I
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CRUSHE.D:
Women Get Blowh Out
by Dick Quagliano
Playing way out of their
league. the women·s basketball
team dropped two games by
ma rgins of 56 and 42 points. This
dropped the Golden Eagles reco rd to 12-8.
The first anhilation of the
Golden Eagles came courtesy of
Eastern Illinois University. The
game was tied at 4-all when the
roof caved in. EIU ran off 14 unanswered points as they jumped
to a 48-15 halftime lead.
The second half was as bad as

the first as EIU continually went
inside ta king advantage of their
height. The game was turned into
a route as Eastern crushed the
Golden Eagles 91-35.
The second blowout of the week
came a t the hands of the DePaul
Blue Demon s. The highly
recruited Blue Demons came into the ballgame boasting an il'!}pressi ve 18-3 record and were
also ranked third · in the state.
They lived up to their expectations. even though three of their
starters were on the bench with

injuries.
The game opened with the
Golden Eagles hanging tough as
DePaul led 10-6. But the Blue
Demons. led by 6"4" freshman
Debra Robinson and 6'3" Annette
Anthony the Blue Demons were
able to get the ball inside l o· get
the easy basket as DePaul
opened up a 18 point lead.
But the scrappy Eagles would
not give up . Led by the fine field
goal shooting of Sheree Jones.
the Eagles pulled to witDin 12 at
38-26 at the half.

The scra ppiness contfoued into
the second half as UNI pulled to
witbin 8 at 38-30. But-within four
minut es the BI ue Demons
squashed a ny thoughts of an 1:pset as they outscored the E::tgles
25-3. The Blue Demons ~oasted
from there to an easy 87-55 vice
tory. Leading the Eagles in scoring was Karen Reykjalin with 23points . Sheree Jones had 18 and
Sue Noworolnik had 10 to pace ·
the Eagles.
The Eagles complete their
season with a game against Mun-

delein. Game time is 7:30.
UNI I 55)
Jones 9 1-2 19 : Porter I 0-2 2:
Quinn O 1-2 I: Reykjalin 10 3-5 23 :
Noworolnik 4 2-3 10. TOTALS 24
7-14 55.
DePA UL ( 87)
Jaksy 4 2-2 10 : Slowik 9 2-4 20 :
Bryna rski O 0-1 0: Loiacono I 0-0
2: Anthony 9 1-2 19 : Buhman 1 0-0
2: Potratz I 2-2 4: Pa var 5 1-1 11 :
Robinson 7 2-2 14 : Hie I 0-0 2:
TOTALS 38 11-14 87 .
Tota l Fouls UNI 17 DP 17
Halftime DP 38 UNI 26

The Human Performance L·ab
by Dick Quagliano
When a person wants to see
how fat they are what do they
U5ually do? Most people get on a
scale. weigh themselves. then
check their weight against their
height and that's how its done.
Right? Wrong. according to Dr.
George Lesmes. professor of
physiology and Director of the
Human Performance Lab here at
Northeastern. The -what?
The Human Performance Lab.
What the Human Performance
Lab is is a way to determine how
well a person's physical condition
is.
" It's not a new idea in the concept of preventive medicine. its
just new to Northeastern." states
Lesmes. " We give people $400
dollars in tests for only about $35.
and that only covers the costs

because we can·t make any
money.
It works like this . A patient
calls the HPL and makes an appointment ( there is a two week
waiting list) The patient then
comes irr and fills out the appropriate . forms . He is then
weighed on a scale to determine
his weight. But this is not his true
weight ." a person is made up of
bone. muscle. and fat. " says
Lesmes. ··That's why we put
them in the fat tank. "
The fat tank is a vat of water
that a person is lowered into .
while seated on a chair attached
to a measuring device . .. As most
people know. bone and muscle
sink while fat floats . So we
measure how much a · person
sinks. make a few calculations
subtract that from their d[Y

weight and that is how much fat
they have ...
All total there are twelve tests
that measure anything from your
cardio-vascular system to how
much fat you are carrying. This
lab is not unique to Northeastern.
"Most Universities have a HPL
but onty 5"c use them as we do .
··we are a public service to the
University_ and the community.
Most Universities use their labs
are research ...
:·The Human Performance Lab
empitimizes the job of the
University: No. I we train stu-

the outside community can be
tested for a small fee . It is offered free to students. faculty
and staff. No . 3 is that we do collect research data .··
After you run through the tests
it takes about a week to get the
results back. You then make
another appointment with Dr.
Lesmes and he goes over your results. The HPL test results determine what kind of exercises
you can do and how, intense the
exercising. They also give you a
specia l diet to follow .
" The P .E. department has

to test" says Lesmes as his eyes
light up. The reason for the enthusiasm I learned is that world
class athletes have only 6"c body
fat compared with the normal
15,;-. .. This is really a big indicator on how well thev will don
on the othe; tests" Le~mes also
said that the Chicago Bears have
made a n inquiry into the HPL.
And as a matter of fact so have
I. Part two of this three pa rt ·

series will deal with the tests. as
I run through each one. The final
part of this three part series will

Part of the equipment at the Human Performance Lab. On the left the treadmill and on the right, the heart
monitor.
·

Dr. George Lesmes explains the Human Performance Lab to
Quagmire. (photo by Dean Paul)

dents. This is the ma jor purpose been ve ry supportive of the proof a school. The students who -'gram ... sta tes Lesmes whg_ did
work here are all being trained his undergrad work at Queens·
we already placed one student College where he also got his
and we·ve only been operational master·s . Lesmes received his
for two months. No . 2 we are a PHO. a t Ohio State. We"ve had
community service. People from many world class athle~es in here .

deal with the test results . ( conti_nued next week)
THE GOLDEN QUAIL
AWARD this week go to Walter
ca pl es for his 26 point
performa nce against IIT.

Eagles Fall tO Sixth Place
be played at home. with tip-off at
by Dick Quagliano
The varsity basketball team 7:30.
In the I IT game it was once
lost their fourth conference
basketball game in a row. this again poor shooting that downed
time to IIT 96-76. It lowered the J he Golden Eagles. · UNI could
Eagles CCBC record to 3-8 and only muster 33'7c from the floor .
the Eagles are 5-16 overall. The while IIT hit 52"c. IIT opened the
outlook doesn' t get any better as scoring with three quick buckets.
the Eagles take on conference but the Eagles countered with
leader Chicago State tonite and three of their own to tie the
second place St. Xavier on Satur- game. IIT had a four point lead.
day. The St. Xavier contest wu_! but two baskets by Walter Caples

tied the score at 22-all. But that"s first .CCBC victory of the aging
the _closest the Eagles would season . Scoring in double
come .
figures for the Eagles were Eric
Paul Vinson of IIT scored on a Sawyer ( 13). Phil Schaeffer 112l:
lay-up and then stole the in- and Walter Caples led all scorers
bounds pass to convert another with 26 points.
basket as IIT regained a lead it UNI ( 75)
would never relinquish. The Caples 11 4-6 26: Sawyer 6 1-2 13:
Hawks then coasted to a 48-33 Schaeffer 6 0-0 12 : Fanning 4 0-1
halftime lead >
' 8: Walsh 1 3-5 !i: Robertson
In the second half it was all -0 4: Turner 1 1-2 3: Everett 1 0-0
Hawks . as they coasted to their 2: McGinley O 2-2 2:_TOTALS 33

11-1875
IIT196l
Vinson 8 4-8 20: Gronke 7 5-6 19:
Bonthron 5 4-7 14: Zieman 4 3-4
11: Caponi 4 0-0 8: Hijduk 3 0-0 6:
Lional 2 0-0 4: Bartels I 2-3 4:
Musini I 2-2 4: Dixson 1 2-3 4:
Phillips I 0-0 2: TOTALS 37 22-30
96
HALFTIME IIT 48 UNI 33 Total
Fouls I fouled out) UNI 23
1Robertson . Fanning) IIT 23

